Furls
Crochet

Evangeline Cardigan
designed by Jessica Carey

YarnMain Color: 11 (12, 13, 15, 16, 18) balls

Abbreviations

CH: Chain
(1639, 1788, 1937, 2235, 2384, 2533 yards) We
Sl St: Slip Stitch
Are Knitters Meri Wool (or an equivalent worsted
SC: Single Crochet (UK: Double Crochet)
weight yarn with 9 wpi)
HDC: Half Double Crochet (UK: Half Treble Crochet)
Contrast Color: 1 ball (1, 1, 1, 2, 2) ball (153,
HDC INC: Half Double Increase (UK: Half Treble Crochet
153, 153, 306, 306 yards) We Are Knitters Petite increase)
Wool in Color B (or an equivalent bulky weight
DC: Double Crochet (UK: Treble Crochet)
yarn with 7 wpi)
DC INC: Double Crochet Increase (UK: Treble Crochet
increase)
MS: Moss Stitch (see below)
I/5.5mm Furls Crochet Odyssey Gold Crochet
st: Stitch
Hook
sts: Stitches
Stitch markers, finishing needle, scissors
BLO: Back Loop Only
FLO: Front Loop Only
YO: Yarn Over
6 MS clusters (or 12 sts) x 15 rows = 4”x4”
MC: Main Color
in Moss Stitch
CC: Contrast Color

Materials
Gauge

Notes

We will be working this cardigan in multiple pieces. We will first work
on the back panel. Once complete, we will turn our work and create the front
panels on both sides of the back panel (the wider sides). We will then create
and seam up our sleeves. Once we have assembled the full sweater, we will
create the collar/trim by crocheting around the entire exterior of the piece, in
seamed rounds.
Evangeline is designed to be a standard fit, with approximately 2-4” of
positive ease at the bust.

Moss Stitch

For this pattern, we will be using this stitch sequence as the Moss Stitch (MS) : [Sl St, DC] Repeat [
] across. Do not place both Sl St and DC in same st, they are to be placed in separate sts. In subsequent
rows, make sure to work the DC into the Sl St of the previous row. Each MS cluster is counted as two
stitches.

Back panel

Pattern

Using MC, CH 81 (81, 83, 83, 85, 85)
Row 1. (Beginning the back panel) Starting in 2nd CH from hook, MS across. (80, 80, 82, 82, 84, 84 sts)
Row 2-16. CH 1, turn. MS across. (80, 80, 82, 82, 84, 84 sts)
Row 17. Using CC, CH 1, turn. MS in FLO across. (80, 80, 82, 82, 84, 84 sts)
Row 18-22. Using MC, CH 1, turn. MS across. (80, 80, 82, 82, 84, 84 sts)
Row 23. Using CC, Repeat Row 17. (80, 80, 82, 82, 84, 84 sts)
Row 24. Using MC, CH 1, turn. MS across. (80, 80, 82, 82, 84, 84 sts)
Repeat Row 24- 44 (48, 52, 54, 58, 62) times more, or until your work measures 18 (19, 20, 21, 22, 23)”.
Fasten off, leaving a 6” tail.

Note

When placing your first row of new stitches on the narrow side of the
back panel, be sure to keep them evenly spaced. You don’t want your stitches
too stretched nor too close together. If you are unfamiliar with where to place
your stitches, allow yourself the patience needed if you need to frog it a time
or two before finding your sweet spot. Practice is the only way you’ll find all
the little tips and tricks!

Front panels

Row 1. (Now creating the front panels of cardigan) Using MC, MS across, keeping your sts evenly
spaced. (68, 72, 76, 78, 82, 86 sts)
Row 2. CH 1, turn. MS across. (68, 72, 76, 78, 82, 86 sts)
Row 3. CH 1, turn. MS across for (22, 24, 26, 28, 30, 32 sts)
Repeat Row 3- 101 (101, 104, 104, 114,114) times more, or until your work measures 27 ( 27, 27 ¾, 27
¾, 30 ½, 30 ½ )” from the beginning of the front panel section (the front panel will be ½” longer than the
back panel).
Fasten off, leaving a 6” tail
You will now work the second front panel section. Join the MC yarn to the corner using a Sl St.
Repeat Row 3- 101 (101, 104, 104, 114,114) times more on this side, or until your work measures 27
( 27, 27 ¾, 27 ¾, 30 ½, 30 ½ )” from the beginning of the front panel section (the front panel will be ½”
longer than the back panel).
Fasten off, leaving a 6” tail

Note

We will be working the sleeves flat, starting at the cuff. You will begin
with your contrast color for the creation of the cuffs before finishing off and
attaching your main color for the remainder of the sleeve. Once the sleeve
has been made, we will then seam them into a tube/sleeve shape using
coordinating yarn to prevent any view of the seam on the outside. Along with
the sleeves, we will be creating the pockets, which are made in two pieces.
We will make the main color portion of the pocket which will be an easy
square using the moss stitch. We will also make the contrast color portion of
the pocket which will be an easy rectangle using the same stitch. When we
assemble the pockets, we will be first attaching the contrast piece onto the
main color square by folding it over the top of the square and sewing it into
place using a yarn needle and coordinating yarn.

Sleeves

Make 2
Using CC, CH 30 (31, 32, 33, 34, 35).
Row 1. Starting in 2nd CH from hook, HDC across. (29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 sts)
Row 2. CH 1, turn. HDC in FLO across. (29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 sts)
Row 3. CH 1, turn. HDC in BLO across. (29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34 sts)
Row 4. Repeat Row 2.

Row 5. CH 1, turn. HDC INC BLO in first st. [HDC in BLO] across, until you have one stitch remaining.
HDC INC BLO in last st. (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 sts)
Row 6. CH 1, turn. HDC in FLO across. (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 sts)
Row 7. CH 1, turn. HDC in BLO across. (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 sts)
Row 8. Using MC, join yarn with Sl St to last st created. CH 1. MS across. (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 sts)
Row 9. CH 1, turn. MS across. (31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 sts)
Row 10-16. Repeat Row 9- 7 times more.
Row 17. CH 1, turn. 2 DC in first st. [MS] across, until you have one stitch remaining. 2 DC in last st.
(33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 sts)
Row 18-33. CH 1, turn. Beginning with a DC in the first stitch, MS across. (33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38 sts)
Row 34. CH 1, turn. DC INC in first st. [MS] across, until you have one stitch remaining. DC INC in last
st. (35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 sts)
Row 35-38. CH 1, turn. Beginning with a DC in the first stitch, MS across. (35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40 sts)
Row 39. CH 1, turn. DC INC in first st. [MS] across, until you have one stitch remaining. DC INC in last
st. (37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42 sts)
Row 40-53. CH 1, turn. Beginning with a DC in the first stitch, MS across. (37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42 sts)
Row 54. CH 1, turn. DC INC in first st. [MS] across, until you have one stitch remaining. DC INC in last
st. (39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44 sts)
Sizes Small and Medium only:
Row 55-73. CH 1, turn. Beginning with a DC, MS across. (39, 40 sts)
Sizes Large and Extra Large only:
Row 55-75. CH 1, turn. Beginning with a DC, MS across. (41, 42 sts)
Sizes 2XL and 3XL only:
Row 55-77. CH 1, turn. Beginning with a DC, MS across. (43, 44 sts)
Fasten off, leaving a 6” tail.

Pockets

POCKET - PART ONE (MAKE TWO):

Using MC, CH 17.
Row 1. Starting in 2nd CH from hook, MS across. (16)
Row 2-16. CH 1, turn. MS across. (16)
CH 1, turn. SC in each st across. CH 2, skip over corner. SC evenly down side of square. CH 2, skip over
corner. SC in each CH across. CH 2, skip over corner. SC evenly up side of square. CH 2, skip over corner. Sl
St to first SC. Fasten off leaving approximately 24”/60cm. We will use this tail to sew CC rectangle onto
MC square. We will use this tail to sew the pocket to the cardigan.
POCKET - PART TWO (MAKE TWO):
Using CC, CH 17.
Row 1. Starting in 2nd CH from hook, MS across. (16)
Row 2-7. CH 1, turn. MS across. (16)
CH 1, turn. SC in each st across. CH 2, skip over corner. SC evenly down side of rectangle. CH 2, skip
over corner. SC in each CH across. CH 2, skip over corner. SC evenly up side of rectangle. CH 2, skip over
corner. Sl St to first SC. Fasten off leaving approximately 24”/60cm. We will use this tail to sew CC rectangle onto MC square.

Assembly

Pockets
Wrap CC rectangle onto top of MC square. Using tapestry needle and the CC yarn tail of your CC pocket piece, sew pieces together. Using the MC yarn tail of your MC pocket piece, sew pocket onto cardigan in
desired place. You may reference final photos for my placement.
Now we will be:
-Assembling pieces
-Creating collar/neckline and detail
-Crocheting back panel ruffle detail
-Optional: Adding buttons
1. Lay cardigan flat with front panels on top of back panel. Line up sleeves to proper position on
cardigan. Place stitch markers where the armpit of your cardigan (bottom of sleeve) will be.
2. Using MC, attach yarn with Sl St to bottom corner of cardigan, through both front and back
panels together. [CH 1, Sl St] Repeat [ ] up the side of the cardigan until you reach your stitch marker.
Finish off. Repeat for other side of cardigan.
3. For sleeves, fold them in half with textured side of cuff exposed. Texture side of cuff should be
the same as seamed side - we will be flipping the cuff to show the detail correctly. Attach CC to wrist of
sleeve with Sl St. [CH 1, Sl St] Repeat [ ] across CC cuff. Finish off.
4. Attach MC to sleeve seam with Sl St. [CH 1, Sl St] Repeat [ ] across MC sleeve. Finish off, weave
in ends.
5. Turn cardigan and sleeves inside out so seams are visible. Using your tapestry needle and MC,
securely sew sleeves evenly onto body of cardigan. Be sure keep a medium tension as not to “pull” sts as
well as not to have shoulder seam be loose and visible after some use.
COLLAR/HEM:
Row 1. Join MC to bottom seam with a Sl St where front panel is connected with back panel. CH 1.
HDC evenly around entire piece. Sl St to first HDC. Finish off.
Row 2. Join CC with Sl St to last st created. CH 1. HDC in each st around. Sl St to first HDC.
Row 3-5. CH 1. HDC BLO in each st around. Sl St to first HDC.
Row 6. CH 1. Sl St in each st around. Sl St to first Sl St. Finish off.
BACK PANEL RUFFLES:
In images below it shows ruffles being worked into the main color. As you changed color for these
rows, you will be working into CC to do your ruffles.
Using CC, attach yarn to BLO row on back panel using Sl St.
Row 1. (CH 1. Sl St in same st. (Sl St, 3HDC, Sl St) in next st) Repeat ( ) across. Finish off.
Repeat Row 1 for second BLO row on back panel.
Weave in all ends, and you’re done!
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